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2.  Objectives 

To study the underlying physics, and build and test five different types of all-optical 
transistors (OT) based on the operation principle of the polarization controlled optical 
amplification (PCOA). PCOA is based on the cross-phase-modulation (XPM) arising from the 
third order nonlinear optical process. 

We have demonstrated the followings accomplishments in the program objectives: 
• Demonstrate past PCOA experiments 
• Design OT for the amplification and an logic "AND" gate 
• Identifying suitable nonlinear optical materials with larger x3 to reduce pump 

power requirements 
• Determine signal to noise ratio 
• Use ps diode lasers for pump and signal sources 
• Recruit and train students in laboratory work and thesis research 
• Interact with researchers  from DoD  and private sectors to obtain design 

requirements for future OT instrumentation 
• Interact with several companies. 

3.   Summary of Research Program 

During the first year, we have designed, assembled, and tested a single stage optical 
transistor based on the polarization controlled optical amplifier approach. We have identified 
alternative nonlinear optical glasses and liquids with larger x3 values than the reference CS2 gate 
at fast switching speed measured by four wave mixing, optical Kerr gate, and z-scan supported 
by other research grants. 

During the grant, we have measured the optical nonlinearity and response time of several 
newly developed optical materials, such as a heavy element doped glass (PbO-Bi203-Ga203) 
fabricated by Corning, a Tb+3 doped fiber with the length ~ 20 meter obtained from Corning 
Inc., a silica micro-structured fiber has been obtained from Lucent Laboratories, and Cu doped 
ZnSe crystals were acquired from Optical Semiconductors, Inc. The following is a list of x3 
nonlinear materials tested for the possible optical transistor operation. 

Material n(3) Switching Tim e         Figure of Merit (n(3)/x) 
CS2 [reference] 10"12 esu 2xl0"12 s 1 
Silica Glass/Fibers 10"14 esu < 10"14 s > 1 
Microstructure Fiber 10'14 esu < lO"14 s > 1 
Tb+3 Glass Fiber 10"13 esu TPA* ~ 1 
Bismuth Glass 10"n esu < lO"14 s > 1000 
Salol (orientation) 10"11 esu <10-9s > 100 
ZnSe (Cu+ crystal) 10"12 esu 10-9-10-14s ~ 1 
ZnSe (amorphous) 10"12 esu 10-9-10-14s — 1 

Two laser systems were used in this project: 

Lasers Pulse Duration Pulse Energv Repetition Rate 
M-L YAG 30-ps 10-mJ 10-Hz 
Ti-sapphire 100-fs 3-uJ 250-KHz 

100-fs 10-nJ 82-MHz 



4.   Accomplishments/New Findings 

• Corning LBG Glass: Glass is the basic building material for optical communication and 
other photonic devices. Several research groups have demonstrated that the 
nonlinear refractive indices of oxide glasses can be increased by addition of heavy- 
metal-cations, such as Pb, Bi, and Ti. The nonlinear refractive indices of these 
glasses were measured using the Z-scan, the four-wave mixing, and the third- 
harmonic generation. In this program, the wavelength dependence of the optical 
Kerr effect in Lead-Bismuth-Gallate glass was investigated by using 200 fs laser 
gating pulses. The optical Kerr gating time of 350 fs was obtained at the probe 
wavelength of 720 nm and the peak Kerr transmitted signal was found to be two 
times larger than that of the current standard CS2 Kerr liquid medium. This 
investigation confirmed that the nonlinear response in LBG glass is mainly derived 
from electronic origin and this glass material could be adapted for applications in 
femtosecond optical gate and all optical transistor. (A manuscript submitted to 
Optical Communications for publication is attached as Appendix 1). 

• Corning Nonlinear Fiber Sample: A special nonlinear optical fiber obtained from 
Corning was used to investigate nonlinear optical processes. The negative nonlinear 
index refraction arising from the heavy element doped fiber may provide a 
dispersionless property for laser pulses propagating in a long waveguide. This 
collaboration provided us with various heavy element doped fibers and 
strengthened the task to identify new PCOA materials with larger and faster 
nonlinear optical properties than that of silica glasses. Two photon absorption of 
1064-nm laser pulse propagating through a Corning supplied Tb doped glass fiber 
with a high refractive index of 1.78 was measured. The measured output 1064-nm 
intensity was displayed as a function of the input intensity and the fiber length. In 
Fig.l and Fig.2, respectively. The theoretical fitting is consistent with the 
experimental curve. 

Fig.l Transmitted 1064-nm signal through a 
Tb-doped glass fiber as a function of 
the input intensity. 

Fig.2 Transmitted 1064-nm signal through 
a Tb-doped glass fiber as a function 
of fiber length 



It was found that the output spectral distribution generated from SPM in this Tb doped 
Corning fiber is non-symmetric in comparison with a conventional Newport optical fiber. 
This behavior can be theoretically fitted with a non-symmetrical Gaussian temporal pulse 
profile propagating through this fiber. 
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• Lucent's Micro-structured Fiber (Holy Fiber) 
The intensity dependence of the supercontinuum generation in silica glass based 

micro-structure fiber supplied by Lucent Technology's Dr. R. Windeier has been investigated 
as a function of fiber length.   The 

NDF    L   Optical    L experimental       arrangement       is 
displayed in the left figure. On 
account of the negative chirped 
waveguide dispersion in 
compensation with the positive 
chirped material dispersion in the 
air-silica microstructure, the 
effective refractive index is nearly 
the same over the entire wavelength 
span from 500-nm to 1500-nm. The 
conversion efficiency and the 
intensity uniformity of the 

Experimental Setup continuum   generation   output   by 
passing through a femtosecond laser pulse through a one meter long microstructure fiber 
have been significantly improved. Nonlinear optical effects of pulse propagation through the 
microstructure fiber from the violet to the infrared have been investigated from the self- 
phase-modulation (SPM), second harmonic generation (SHG), SHG-SPM, four-wave-mixing 

(FWM), and cross-phase-modulation (XPM) 
processes. 
A measured supercontinuum output spectrum 
from an incident 60-picos-Joules 100-fs at 
800-nm is displayed in below. Most input 
pulse energy at 800-nm has been converted 
into a broader band output laser. The sharp 
peak at 400-nm is the SHG, the second 
broadband output from 460-nm to 570-nm can 
be accounted for the SHG-XPM, and the peak 
at 880-nm is attributed to FWM. Spectrum 
above 900-nm was cutoff from the 
measurement sensitivity. 
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• ZnSe Nonlinear Pulse Shaping: Optical Semiconductors, Inc. measured and modeled 
two photon absorption and dispersion in x3 nonlinear materials. The mechanism of the 
polarization controlled optical amplification has been clarified, which depends on the 
nonlinear dispersion in the third order nonlinear optical process but not the cross-phase- 
modulation. Using the following equation, the cross-phase-modulation arising from the third 



order  nonlinearity  and  the  amplification/absorption  arising  from  the  third  nonlinear 
dispersion can be described. 

IKS ° ,.,z«o) 
dz 

(Es+Ep) = i-^a2
% 

KC 
Es+Ep (E, + Ep) +      °       /    i-\Es +. 

kc2 da       dt 
\E+EP) 

-). 

where the first term and the second term in the right hand represent the phase modulation and the 
energy transfer. For the polarization controlled optical amplification, 

dz 
- E  oc 

he2       da        s dt 

In some semiconductor materials, such as ZnSe, there is a large nonlinear dispersion. It can be 
used to amplify the infrared signal (1064nm) while the green light (532nm) pumping exists. In 
addition, there is also a large optical nonlinear dispersion in some doped optical fibers. 

A manuscript was accepted by Optics Communications for publication (See Appendix 2|. 

5.    Personnel Supported Two faculty Pis: Prof. Ho and Prof. Alfano were supported 
by this grant at 10% effort during the academic year and 0.5 months during the summer. One 
full-time researcher (G. Tang) and one part-time student (Cindy Navah) were supported by this 
grant to conduct the proposed tasks. The following personnel listed below were supported by 
other research grants from NASA, NYS/CAT, AF Wright Lab. to assist in several relevant tasks: 

Tasks  Researcher Supported by 
G.Bai AF Wright Lab 
A. Bykov NYS/CAT 
J. Ying NASA 
K. Sutkus NASA 

6.   Publications 

Induced Beam Deflectors 
Material Growth 
Nonlinear Optical Fibers 
ps Diode Lasers 

Submitted a paper to Optics Communications entitled "Femtosecond optical Kerr gate 
using Pb0-Bi203-Ga203 doped glasses" by B. Yu, T. Qiu, A. Bykov, P. Ho, and R. Alfano. 
Submitted a paper to Optics Communications entitled "Intensity-dependent temporal laser 
pulse shaping and propagation in ZnSe" by Y. Bai, P. Ho, and R. Alfano. 
Presented a paper at 1998 OS A annual meeting (Time-resolved FWM on nonlinear optical 
materials), Oct. 1998 
Presented a paper at 1999 CLEO (Femtosecond optical Kerr gate), May 1999. 
Presented a paper at 2000 OSA annual meeting (Nonlinear optical processes in micro- 
structured fibers), Oct. 2000. 



7.  Interaction 

Collaborated with Dr. Borelli's group at Corning Inc. to investigate nonlinear optical 
processed in heavy element doped fibers. 

Collaborated with Dr. Fitzpatrick of Optical Semiconductors, Inc. to investigate nonlinear 
optical process of Cu doped ZnSe crystals. 

Collaborated with Dr. Windeier of Lucent Technology to investigate nonlinear optical 
process of silica micro-structured fibers (Holy fibers). 

8. New discoveries or Patent Disclosure none 
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Abstract 

A femtosecond Kerr shutter was demonstrated in a lead-bismuth-gallate glass.    The 

optical gating time was measured to be less than 350 fs and the peak Kerr transmitted 

signal was found to be 2.3 larger than that of the current standard CS2 liquid medium. 
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1. Introduction 

Photonic devices consist of nonlinear optical gates and logic circuits based on the 

third order susceptibility (x(3) ) promises the ultimate switching speed for uses in the 

computation and the communication fields.  The optical Kerr gate(OKG)[l-5] has been 

used as an ultrafast gate for time-resolved biomedical optical imaging and optical 

interconnect applications.  One key advantage of the OKG is the capability to acquire a 

time sliced true 2D spatial image for both incoherent and coherent optical signals. 

Carbon disulfide (CS2) liquid with the x(3) value ~10"13 esu in femtosecond time scale is 

commonly used  as  the  standard OKG switching medium.     Several  other  future 

applications in ultrafast photonic devices like the induced optical beam deflector [6], 

optical analog to digital converters [7], and optical transistor amplifiers require x(3) 

materials with fs response time and large Kerr coefficient [8].   Over the past twenty 

years, the bottleneck for implementing x(3) based ultrafast photonic devices is the size of 

X(3) value to reduce the input power requirement to generate the desired nonlinear optical 

process. New materials [8-14] with a large optical nonlinearity and a fast response time 

are crucial for the implementation of these new technologies. 

For most commonly known nonlinear optical materials in the visible and NIL 

regimes, their non-resonant x(3) values are in the range of ~10"14 esu (silica glass, fs 

response time) to ~ 10"12 esu. Several semiconductors, organic or polymeric materials 

seem to have very large x(3) values [10, 11, 15], however, these materials are limited by 

either being too thin, consisting of diluted nonlinear active molecules in a host medium, 

or having a slow response time. After taking these factors in account, such as the sample 

thickness (z), concentration (n), and response time (x), the effective induced nonlinear 



refractive index change (x(3) nz / x) from the CS2 liquid is still the best nonlinear optical 

material in the ps time regime. For many ultrafast applications, a new nonlinear material 

with a larger Kerr constant with fs response time is needed. 

Among the potential nonlinear optical materials, glasses have the advantages of easy 

fabrication, high transparency, high chemical and thermal durability, and high optical 

damage resistance. Glass is the basic block building material for optical communication 

and other photonic devices. Several research groups [12-14] have demonstrated that the 

nonlinear refractive indices of oxide glasses can be increased by addition of heavy-metal- 

cations, such as Pb, Bi, and Ti. The nonlinear refractive indices of these glasses were 

measured using the Z-scan [12], the four-wave mixing [13], and the third-harmonic 

generation [14]. The x(3) values measured at wavelength of 600 nm for 

Ti2O(30)Bi2O3(20) glass and La2S3(35)Ga2S3(65) glass were -5.2 and 2.9xl0"n esu, 

respectively. These x(3) values are more than ten times larger than the x(3) from the CS2 

and are more than 1,000 times larger than the x(3) from a convention glass or silica fibers. 

Ultrafast photon switching devices using optical fibers and waveguide structures made of 

these heavy element doped glasses should use much less power than conventional silica 

fibers. 

In this article, the response time and dispersion of the optical Kerr gate from a 

heavy element doped lead-bismuth-gallium PbO-Bi203-Ga203 (LBG) glass were 

determined using a high repetition rate Ti: sapphire fs laser pulse. The x(3) value of this 

glass gated at 800 nm and probed with a supercontinnum source in the non-resonant 

region was ~ 10"13 esu with ~ 200 fs response. The OKG measurement and 

supercontinuum source were conducted to bring out time response and dispersion of 



OKG in LBG glass.  The Kerr response time was obtained using different wavelengths 

generated from a supercontinuum to avoid the coherent artificial effect [3]. 

2. Experimental 

Heavy-metal oxide LBG glasses were fabricated by melting mixtures of Pb304, 

Bi203 and Ga203 at 900 °C in a gold crucible in air from either in house or supplied by 

Corning Inc. The melt was then cast onto a bronze plate and annealed at 350 °C for 

several hours. The composition of the LBG glass was ~ 40%PbO-35%BiOi.5-25%GaOi.5. 

The sample was cut to a 1mm thick plate and polished in both surfaces for optical 

measurements. The absorption spectrum of the glass was measured and exhibited good 

transparency in the spectrum range more than 600 nm and the absorption edge was at 

-500 nm (Fig. 1). 

The experimental setup of the fs Optical Kerr gate is shown in Fig.2.  A laser pulse 

train with 200 fs pulse duration at 800 nm operating at 250 kHz was obtained from a 

regenerated amplified Ti: sapphire laser system.   The pulse average energy was ~ 3uJ. 

The input beam of the laser was split into two parts, one beam was used as the gating 

beam, the other as the probe beam.   The gating pulses induce transient birefringence in 

the nonlinear glass and cause the polarization change of the probe light.  To prevent the 

effects of the "coherent artifact" [10] in OKG, the wavelength of the probe beam was 

chosen to be different from the gating beam.   This is achieved by focusing the probe 

beam into a piece of 1cm thickness BK7 glass plate to generate supercontinuum [16-18]. 

The desired wavelength of the probe beam was extracted from the supercontinuum using 

a narrow band filter with a 10 nm spectral transmission width.    In most of our 



experiment, 720 nm was used as the probe wavelength which is far enough from the 

gating beam to avoid the coherent interference while close enough to minimize the 

dispersion which can broaden the gating time width. The intensity of the probe pulses is 

kept to be small in compared to the gating pulses (ratio ~ 1:104). To avoid the saturation 

effect [9] and the nonlinear absorption [20] in the OKG, the gating intensity at the Kerr 

cell was set to be less than 3 GW / cm2. The Kerr sample was positioned between a 

polarizer and an analyzer in a cross Nicoal configuration. The time delay between gating 

and probe pulses was controlled by a stepping-motor with a minimum temporal 

resolution to be ~ 6.67 fs. 

3.   Experimental results 

The measured time-resolved transmission signals of the OKG using the LBG glass 

gate is shown in Fig. 3. The gating pulse wavelength was at 800 nm and the probe pulse 

wavelength was at 720 nm. For the comparison purposes, a standard CS2 OKG 

measurement is also displayed in Fig. 3. The liquid CS2 was situated in a 1.0 mm thick 

cell. Both samples were measured under the same gating and probe power condition. 

The salient feature of this figure indicates that the temporal profile of OKG in from the 

LBG glass is asymmetrical with the FWHM of ~ 350 fs while the CS2 gate has an 

asymmetrical decay tall with ~ 1.6 ps decay time attributed to the re-orientational 

relaxation process [1-5]. The peak transmission efficiency from the glass OKG raw data 

was ~ 2.3 times larger than that from a CS2 gate. 

In addition, the measured gate opening times of the time-resolved OKG transmission 

signal for different probe wavelengths from 720 nm to 520 nm are displayed in Fig. 4. 



When the probe wavelength was shorter, besides the time delay of the peak transmitted 

signal due to the normal dispersion of the supercontinuum generation, the gating FWHM 

time was also found to increase from 350 fs to 2.5 ps. The increasing of the gating width 

is attributed to the dispersion of the supercontinuum generation medium [22] and the 

mixing of the four-wave-mixing signal [18, 23]. 

To compare the absolute value of the Kerr nonlinearity x(3) of the LBG glass used in 

the OKG with a standard CS2 OKG, an empirical equation was used under the same 

experimental condition. The following equation was employed to calculate LBG x   • 

[\    1 / 2    / N     2 

77)       fe ,(D 

The subscripts S and R represent the sample of LBG glass and reference sample CS2. I 

indicates the intensity of OKG and n is the refractive index. The x(3) for CS2 is 1x10" 

esu in femtosecond time scale [24, 25]. By the measurement of the peak transmitted 

signal at the zero delayed in Fig.3 and considering the surface refraction loss from the 

gating sample due to the different linear refractive index [n(glass) ~ 2.3, n(CS2) ~ 1.62] 

from both the gating beam(800 nm) and the probe beam(720 nm), x(3)s / X(3)R ~ 3 was 

obtained. 

Figure 5 gives the probe transmittance as a function of the gating intensity at 720 nm. 

The result of carbon disulfide was also shown in the figure for comparison. The probe 

transmittance (T) of the LBG glass measurement is given by 

T=T0 

( 2 (3A2 

,      nsaC 7 
p;,@) 



where Pg = Ig Ma2 (Ig: gate intensity; a: beam radius at the focal point). T0 is the 

transmissivity for open-Nicol configuration, Leff is the effective length of the sample, C is 

the velocity of light and A,p is the wavelength of probe beam. From Fig. 5, below the gate 

intensity of 3.0 GW /cm2, the measured values of the transmittance increase in proportion 

to the square of Ig as expected from Eq. (2). When the gating intensity is the same, the 

LBG glass shows about 2.3 times large than that of CS2. This result is consistent with the 

OKG in the LBG glass measurements shown in Fig. 3. The nonlinear optical response of 

LBG glass arises mainly from electron cloud distortion. 

4.   Summary 

The transient OKG signal from the LBG Kerr gate at 720 nm was found to be 350 

fs and the absolute transmitted signal at 720 nm was more than 2 times larger than 

that from a CS2 gate. The experiments in this investigation confirmed that the 

nonlinear response in LBG glass is mainly derived from electronic origin and 

suggests a potential application in femtosecond Kerr shutter for all optical switching.. 
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Captions 

Fig. 1.    Absorption spectra of a LBG glass. 

Fig. 2. The experimental setup for the time-resolved optical Kerr shutter system. The 

gating beam is the regenerative amplified Ti: sapphire laser. BK7: a glass with the 

thickness of 10 mm to generate supercontinuum pulses. XI 2 : a half wave plate inserted 

into the probe beam after the supercontinuum generation to minimize the 50 % loss from 

the 45° first polarizer. 

Fig.3 Experimental measurements of LGB glass using time resolved OKG and 

compared with a CS2 gate. The horizontal axis is the time delay between the gating and 

the probe pulse and the vertical axis is the probe pulse intensity at different gating times. 

Fig. 4. Measured gate opening time of an OKG using a LBG glass Kerr medium as a 

function of the probing wavelength. The vertical axis is the measured FWHM of the 

LBG glass OKG gating time from various transmitted signal using fs supercontinuum. 

The horizontal axis is the probing wavelength selected by a 10 nm narrow band filter 

from the supercontinuum generation in BK7 glass excited by 200 fs laser pulses at 800 

nm. 
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Fig. 5. Probe transmittance (T) measured at 720 nm as a function of the gating intensity. 

When the gating intensity decreases, the probe transmittance increases in proportion to 

the square gating intensity. 
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Abstract 

The shape of a 40-ps 1064-nm laser pulse propagating through ZnSe at different 

intensities was investigated using a single-shot optical Kerr gate. The pulse peak moves 

forward in time by about 15 ps and the full width at half maximum reduces from 40 ps to 

27 ps when the peak intensity of the incident pulse reaches 3.65 GW/cm2. This pulse 

advancement and time shortening are attributed to a combination of two-step absorption 

and negative nonlinear dispersion. The numerically simulated results are in agreement 

with the experimental ones. 
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n-VI semiconductors are important materials for many photonic applications. ZnSe 

has excellent physical, chemical and nonlinear optical properties as well as low 

absorption spanning from the red to the infrared. Consequently, it is thought of as one of 

the most promising optical materials for many practical optical functions, such as optical 

limiting, all-optical switching, displays, tera hertz generation and optical memory 

elements. " An anomalous spectral broadening has been observed in ZnSe, larger for 

Stokes than anti-Stokes.7 In this paper, the intensity-dependent reshaping of a 40-ps laser 

pulse through a ZnSe plate was investigated using an improved single-shot optical Ken- 

gate. Based on our presented model, the two-step absorption with negative nonlinear 

dispersion, the corresponding numerical simulation was completed. 

The schematic arrangement for a single-shot optical Kerr gate (SOKG) technique 

is shown in Fig.l. A mode-locked Nd:YAG laser was used to generate 1064-nm and 532- 

nm pulses of 40 ps and 30 ps, respectively. The 30-ps 532-nm probe pulse was passed 

onto a ~ 90° blazed reflection grating to be transformed into a -45° oblique temporal 

front covering a 200-ps temporal window. A lens was used to focus the probe beam into a 

1-mm long CS2 Kerr cell to form an extended probing time base. For a 6-cm length 

grating, the probing time base covered -200 ps. Another lens collected the transmitted 

beam and focused it onto a CCD camera for analysis. The channel/pixel number of the 

CCD camera displayed the time is 1,024. In this manner, ~ 1,000 times divided data 

signals can be displayed for a single probing pulse to accurately monitor the temporal 

profile of the 1064-nm pulse offering a continuous display of the profile. The salient 

function of the blazed grating was also to compensate the probing pulse chirp due to the 



nonlinearity of the amplifier.8 The probing pulse spectral width measured by a Jarrell-Ash 

scanning spectrometer was ~6.5 Ä. The calculated minimum duration of the oblique 

front at given time was about 5 ps. The time covered by a CCD channel was 0.2 ps. 

Including the response time of the CS2 Kerr medium, ~2 ps, this SOKG approach can 

measure the shape of a laser pulse (FWHM ~ 40 ps) with about 8-ps temporal resolution 

over a 200-ps time window. 

Using a conventional OKG to measure the temporal profile of one pulse requires 

the movement a delay device to change the delay path between the gating and the probing 

pulses, and requires a large number of independent movements to form a profile. 

Neglecting the response time of the Kerr medium, the minimum temporal resolution is 

determined by the time convolution of the gating pulse and the probing pulse for a 

conventional OKG. For the gating pulse of 40 ps and the probing pulse of 30 ps, the 

minimum time resolution is ~ 1.4 times the FWHM of the gating pulse (the time 

convolution of the signal pulse and the gate pulse with ~ the same pulse width) which is 

42 ps. 

The pulse profile measurements for propagation through a ZnSe plate were 

performed to determine the pulse reshaping arising from nonlinear intensity dependent 

processes. A set of neutral density filters (F) was used to control the power density for 

the 1064-nm pulse passing through the ZnSe plate. Neutral density filters were 

systematically switched between the entrance site and the exit site of the ZnSe sample. In 

this way, the 1064-nm intensity at ZnSe was varied, while the total linear loss and the 

time delay of the experimental conditions were maintained to be about the same. 



The measured SOKG temporal profiles of the transmitted 1064-nm pulse for 

incident pulses of three different peak-power-densities: 0.365 GW/cm2, 1.46 GW/cm2 and 

3.65 GW/cm2, are displayed in Fig.2. Intensity-dependent pulse shaping was observed. 

The salient features shown in Fig.2 are pulse advancement and temporal pulse width 

shortening at high intensity. From 0.365 GW/cm2 tol.46 GW/cm2, there was no profile 

distortion. From 1.46 GW/cm2 to 3.65 GW/cm2, the trailing portion of the original profile 

almost completely disappeared. In addition, (at 3.65 GW/cm2) the profile peak moved 

forward -15 ps and the FWHM was reduced to -27 ps. 

A 3-mm glass plate was used as a reference transparent optical material with a small 

X(3) nonlinearity,. The measured temporal profiles for incident pulses with similar peak- 

power-densities are shown in the upper left insert of Fig.2. These profiles seem to 

coincide without any pulse peak-shift and pulse compression. It shows good alignment of 

the experimental setup and good stability of the laser system. Using a 1-mm CS2 cell 

instead of the ZnSe sample, changes in the measured profile were observed without pulse 

shaping. These changes originated from the self-focusing caused by the nonlinearity in 

CS2. The observations in ZnSe imply that the pulse shaping does not only depend on the 

Kerr nonlinearity. 

Typically, the nonlinear absorption of the 1064-nm laser by a pure ZnSe sample 

occurs by three-photon absorption because of its large band-gap energy of ~ 2.68 eV 

(X,=460 nm). However, for the ZnSe sample used in this experiment, a commercial 

amorphous window, the transmission spectrum of this 3-mm thick ZnSe sample 

measured by a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9 spectrometer is shown in the upper right insert of 



Fig.2. Due to the large interface reflections of ZnSe, the measured transmissivities at 532 

nm and 1064 nm are 52.85% and 67.31%, respectively. Taking into account the influence 

of surface reflection of ZnSe, the transmission at 532 nm is -10%, while the absorption at 

1064 nm is almost 0%. Since a strong absorption exists at 532 nm near the turning point 

of the transmission curve, two-photon absorption of 1064 nm in this ZnSe window 

sample is expected from tailing states. 

For   an   incident  pulse  with   the  peak-power-intensity  of 3.65GW/cm2,   the 

instantaneous transmitted intensity of a single pulse with this incident intensity is shown 

in Fig.3. This curve shows the difference in the output profile with intensity at different 

times with the pulse window. The transmission is the two-valued function of intensity. It 

indicates an operative complex nonlinear process. The transmission of the early leading 

part of the incident pulse is linear at the intensity level lower than 1.5GW/cm . As the 

time of the intensity increases to the peak value, the transmitted intensity decreases and 

the trailing part of the pulse almost disappeared. Therefore, the nonlinear absorption of 

thel064-nm laser pulse through ZnSe is not a simple two-/three-photon absorption 

because the nonlinear absorption not only depends on intensity but also depends on time. 

The observed pulse shortening cannot be interpreted by a simple two-/three-photon 

absorption because two-/three-photon absorption at the center of pulse is larger than at the 

wings causing a time broadening. 

The intensity-dependent peak-shift of the laser pulse through ZnSe is attributed to 

intensity-dependent group-velocity. Using the expression for the intensity-dependent 

group-velocity,10  the  measured  peak-shift  of Ax=  -15   ps,   and  the  known  Kerr 



nonlinearity,4 n2(1064nm)=170xl0"9esu, the nonlinear dispersion can be calculated to be 

ön2/5co« -1.53xlO"29m2s/W. 

To  explain  the  two  salient  features  observed  at high  pulse  energy,  pulse 

advancement and pulse shortening, we present a model of two-step absorption with 

negative nonlinear dispersion. The energy level diagram of two-step absorption is 

illustrated in the insert of Fig.4. Negative nonlinear dispersion results in the advancement 

and the leading edge steepening of the propagating pulse because the intensity-dependent 

group-velocity depends on nonlinearity and nonlinear dispersion.10 The two-step process 

includes the single-photon absorption from a metastable state (one of gap states) 

populated by two-photon excitation. In this manner, two-step absorption results in the 

reduction of trailing portion of the propagating pulse because the linear absorption relies 

on the population in the metastable state excited by two-photon absorption from the 

leading edge photons." The leading edge steepening and the reduction of the trailing 

portion of propagating pulse combine to produce the pulse shortening. 

The two-step absorption with negative nonlinear dispersion can be described by 

following rate equations, 

7T*o =-\<W0 -N{)I
2 +J-JV, +±N2, (1) 

or 2 ri0 T20 

J-Nx =\aS!(N0-Nx)I
2 ~N, -og(tf, -N2y+±Nlt (2) 

dr        2 Tl0 T2i 



-^-I = -^\N0 -AT,)/2 -<(#, -N2)I-S*\N0 -NJI-jt-I-SSiNt -N2)j-I, 
dg ox ox 

(4) 

where the total occupation-number density is constant, N = N0+NX+N2, and N0, TV, 

and N2 are the occupation-number densities of the valence band, the gap states and the 

conduction band, respectively, / is the intensity of laser pulse, a^f is the cross section of 

two-photon absorption, cx^is the cross section of gap states absorption, Ö™ is the 

additional nonlinear dispersion coefficient due to two-photon absorption, Öx
(
2   is the 

additional linear dispersion coefficient due to gap states absorption, x -1 - z I vg notes the 

retarded time, vg is the group-velocity without absorption, £ = z notes a coordinate in 

the moving frame, Tw is the lifetime of gap states, T20 and T2X are the lifetimes of the 

conduction band relative to the valence band and gap states, t is the time, zis the 

distance. According to the conditions and approaches of Ref. 11, these equations can be 

simplified into, 

f^I^A^-i-iV (5) 
dz 2 7;0 

^-I^-alWN.-N^I-ö^iN.-N^I^-I-SlWN.-N^I. (6) 
dg ox ox 

For the ZnSe plate used in our experiment, the second term in the right hand of Eq.(5) 

and the third term in the right hand of Eq.(6) can be neglected because the lifetime of gap 

states is much longer than the width of incident pulse and the linear dispersion 

corresponding   to   the   wide   band   absorption   of  gap   states   is   small.   Supposed 
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ö-m>o-,(2)W = 4xl(r12 m/s/W2 and 5™ = -3.8xl(T2,sm/W, the reshaping of the laser 

pulse through the ZnSe plate is shown in Fig.4. Curve A is the incident pulse with the 

Gaussian profile, curve B is the transmitted pulse after two-step absorption without 

nonlinear dispersion, and curve C is the transmitted pulse after two-step absorption with 

nonlinear dispersion. For the sake of contrast, curve D shows the transmitted pulse after 

pure three-photon absorption. 

Briefly, with the help of our developed single-shot Kerr gate technique, the time 

advancement and temporal narrowing of the propagating pulse have been observed at the 

incident pulse peak intensity of 3.65GW/cm2 in a ZnSe plate. The negative nonlinear 

dispersion was obtained based on the intensity-dependent peak-shift of the propagating 

pulse. Time-dependent transmission of a 1064-nm laser pulse through ZnSe shows that 

the nonlinear absorption in ZnSe at 1064 nm is not a simple three-photon absorption 

process. Based on the model of two-step absorption with negative nonlinear dispersion, 

the experimental results have been fitted. These data weren't obtained by conventional 

nonlinear measurement technique, such as Z-scanning. It will be very useful in studying 

the properties and seeking the application of ZnSe. 

This research is supported in part by AF Wright Laboratory, NYSTAR and ARO. 
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Figure Captions: 

Figure 1: Single shot optical Kerr gate experimental setup. A mode locked YAG laser 

generates the 1064nm laser pulses of-40 ps in FWHM, the laser pulses pass through the 

second harmonic crystal (KDP) generating 532nm laser pulses of ~30ps in FWHM. These 

pulses are split into a pumping beam (1064nm) and a probing beam (532nm) by a beam 

splitter (BS). The probing beam reflected by mirrors Mi and M2 reaches a 6-cm long 90° 

blazed grating with 18001ines/mm. For improving the spatial uniformity of the probing 

beam only a 3-mm central portion of the 9-mm diameter probing beam is diffracted into a 

~200ps oblique wave front. The segmented pulse passes through lens L3, the Kerr gate 

and lens L4 and reaches a cooled charge coupled device (CCD) camera with 1024x1024 

pixels and a 16 bit dynamic range. This pulse is used to probe the 1064-nm pulse profile. 

The Kerr gate is composed of a pair of crossed Polaroid (HN22) polarizers P2 and P3 and 

a 1-mm thick CS2 cell located at the focal point of lens L3 as the Kerr medium. The focal 

lengths of lens L3 and L4 are 20 cm. The pumping beam passes into a delay line 

composed of mirrors M3 and Mt and a movable prism and passes through a series of 

neutral density filters (F) and a 30-cm focal length lens (L,) into the ZnSe sample. The 

1064-nm pumping beam passes through another 30-cm focal-length lens L2 and meets the 

532-nm probing beam in the CS2 Kerr medium. The 532-nm beam diameter is 1mm and 

is located at the center of the 1064-nm pumping beam of 3-mm in diameter. The 1064-nm 

laser beam is directed into an energy/power meter (D). 

Figure 2: Single-shot OKG temporal profiles of a 40-ps 1064-nm pulse passing through a 
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3-mm ZnSe plate when the peak intensity of the incident pulse reaches 0.365 GW/cm2, 

1.46 GW/cm2 and 3.65 GW/cm2. 

[Upper left insert] Single-shot OKG temporal profiles of a 40-ps 1064-nm pulse passing 

through 3-mm glass at intensities 0.365 GW/cm2,1.46 GW/cm2 and 3.65 GW/cm2. 

[Upper right insert] The transmissivity of a 3-mm ZnSe plate without coating as a 

function of wavelength. 

Figure 3: The transmitted hysteresis of a single 1064-nm laser pulse through a 3-mm 

thick ZnSe plate at the peak intensity of an incident pulse of 3.65 GW/cm2. 

Figure 4: Theoretical calculations: Curve A is the incident pulse with the Gaussian 

profile, curve B is the transmitted pulse after two-step absorption without nonlinear 

dispersion, curve C is the transmitted pulse after two-step absorption with nonlinear 

dispersion; and curve D is the transmitted pulse after pure three-photon absorption. 

[Insert] The energy level diagram of two-step absorption, two-photon absorption between 

valence band and gap states and time (T0 ) delayed single-photon absorption from gap 

states to conduction band. 
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